Recording Studios Showcase

Snell Library’s Recording Studios Showcase, (http://recordingstudios.library.northeastern.edu) features student audio and video recordings created in the Studios for class or personal projects. Included so far are Brazilian, Folk, Persian and Rock tracks, as well as outstanding videos created by students.

Submit your creative work and share with faculty, family, friends and future employers!

We are looking for

Original
Content must be original. You must own the rights to submitted music or video. Permissions to use text, graphics, audio, video, etc. are available.

High Production Value
You must use excellent audio, video, effects, graphics, design, font, color, etc. to enhance the presentation.

Technical Expertise
Your project must run perfectly. For example, there are no error messages. All sound, video, or other files are found.

For project consideration, submit a DRS project form to: bit.ly/dmcstudiosshowcase

Contact
Please contact Studio Manager Debra Mandel at d.mandel@northeastern.edu or 617-373-49092 with your questions.